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Abstract We observed the two-photon absorption in anthracene crystal by 

using a ruby laser as a light source. The absorption cross section per molecule was 

邑stimatedas σ10 -52 ~10 -53 cm 4 sec photon -1， 

With the present availability intense monochromatic source of radiation utilizing 

optical masers， many types of the multipole photon absorption processes in gases 1-3)， 

liquids 4)， and solidsト 7)have been investigated. In intense radiation fields， Maxwell's 

equations for a dielectric medium are no longer linear. Two-photon absorption is a 

nonlinear phenomenon in which two photons are simultaneously absorbed in an 

electronic transition， energy being conserved only between the electronic system and 

the two photons. 

The two-photon absorption spectrum should contain as much informations about 

a system as does the ordinary single-photon absorption， because the selection rules 

are different (even-parity transitions for two-photon absorption versus odd-parity 

transitions for single-photon absoption). Then the two methods of the investigation 

are complementary rather than identical. The change in tlJ.e selection rules may be 

readily rationalized by considering the electromagnetic ihteraction potential for a 

charged particles， which is given by 8) 

H' 一一三- P.A十(dL)A2 
mc f，'fftι 

where A is the vector potential of the raditation field and P the momentum operator. 

Two-photon transitions can take place in first order by means of A 2 term or in 

second order by the (p. A)9) term. As the contribution of the A 2 term to the 
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two-photon transitions is the (p. A) term induces 

excitations via intermediate states so that the is conserved in the electronic 

transition 10)ー

We have inγestigated the generation of the blue f1uorescent light around λbニ
0 

4500λbv仙 ananthrace田 single Vvith 日 d1ight )， r = 6943 A， of a 

laser. The anthracene exhibits the strong 

and 25000 cm -1， Excitation of the anthracene 

between 30000 cm -1 

with light absorbed in this 
c 

wavelength range gives rise to a brilliant blue fluorescence (band width cα. 800 
O 

which originates at the levels around 4500 A and terminates at the ground state. 

We haγe performed the following The anthracene single crystal of 

005 cm thickness was mounted in front of the entrance slit of a quartz spectroscope， 

and the light beam of a laser output) was focussεd onto the sample. 

The red filter was mounted between the laser and the anthracene in order to eliminate 

the that the blue range of the stream radiation from the flash lamp reaches 

the sample. The fluorεscence of the was llsing the 

1n Figo 1， a of the Olltput is presented which 

4358A 

Fig. 1. The fluorescent spectra of anthracene induc邑dby I呂serbe旦m(lower)旦nd
Hg arc lamp (upper) 
The center of the photograph is Fe arc spectrum 

was obtained three f1ashes (200μof the red The spot at 6943 A 
results from the incident !aser Of interest is the observation of the 。
light around 4500 A， which is char乳cteristic for the blue f10urescence of the 

anthracene. This fact 1S explicit from the llpper spectrum induced Hg arc lamp. 

In a secondεxperiment， we have observ吋 thedεpendence of the fluorescent 

on the incident The basic experimental design is shown in 

Fig. 2. The fluorescence indnced the laser light is detected by the photomultiplier 

(R-136) and the incident light intensity is monitored by the photodiode (1. S. D， 39A). 

The of the photodiode and the photon，uitiplier were displayed simultaneously 

on a dual beam synchroscope. Load resistor in photomultiplier circuit (detector) was 

100 KQ and on 900 V. In order to smooth out the of the fluorescence 

corresponding to the ruby laser we the condenser 0.001μF in parallel wlth the 
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Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the experimental 
arrangement. 

Fig. 3. The traces of the fluorescence intensity and the 
excitation intensity. 
The upper trace is the signal from the laser monitor. 
The lower trace is the signal of the fluorescence. 
duration time ……500 sec/cm 
sensitivity …..monitor 1 volts/cm 

detector 0.2 volts/cm 
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load resistor. Load resistor in the photodiode circuit (monitor) was 1.KQ and imposed 

on 9 V. The photodiode had also the condenser 0.001μF in order to smooth the signal. 

Between the sample and the photo-multiplier， the filter of the dye solution was 
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to e!iminate the scattered incident Therefore we could allow a direct 

quantitative comparision between the two signals. The traces of the signals which we 

obtained were shown in Fig. 3. The intensity of the exciting !ight was controlled by 

the neutral density filters. In Figure 4 the f1uorescence intensity h obtained in the 
blue part of the spectrum is plotted against the signal in the red which is a direct 

measure of intensity of light incident on the crystaL The empirical line through our 

experimental points represents the quadratic relation lt cc lr2， which Is a strong 

indication that we are dealing with a two-photon process. From the calibration of the 

photomultiplier the number of the blue fluorescent photons could be estimated to be 2 

x 10 9 photons. 
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Fig. 4 

We believe that in our experiments the anthracene is excited by a two-photon 

process. Hence we are going to estimateσwhich corresponds to the 

absorption cross section per molecule expressed in units of cm 4 sec per a photon. 

The estimation can be taken place by using the following equation 

η@世1 V，σ@ 

where V is the irradiated volume，万， the quantum yields for emission， and n， the 

number of the molecules per unit volume. V = 0.001 cm 3ヲザニ 1，η4x 1021 

molecules， h NdT = 10'3 photons sec -1， T = 200μsec， 8 x 1023 photons 

sec -1 cm -2， thus the σis estimated asσ10 -52 ~ 10 -53 cm 4 sec photon 人 This

value is consistent with the results of other authors 10)ー

h= 
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